
The National Electrical Contractors Association Political Action Committee (NECAPAC) is one of the premier 
trade association PACs in the nation. NECAPAC funds help get the best candidates elected—Representatives and 
Senators who are willing to listen to our industry’s needs and positions.  

NECAPAC dollars for Congressional candidates come from personal contributions from our NECA members. Our 
goal is to ensure that 100% of these personal NECAPAC contributions are used to support candidates and political 
parties. But, running the NECAPAC program has its own administrative costs. These include operational expenses 
such as credit card fees, premium gifts selected by donors, communications, postage and other expenses.

NECA members can make company contributions to the NECAPAC Administrative Fund to help pay for NECAPAC 
administrative expenses. Supporting the Administrative Fund by joining as an NECAPAC Corporate Contributor 
leverages your NECAPAC contribution and puts NECAPAC dollars to their best use.

A contribution to the NECAPAC Administrative Fund is not a substitute for your regular NECAPAC contribution. 
Only personally-contributed NECAPAC dollars can be used to support candidates. For that reason, NECAPAC 
Corporate Contributor gifts will not be considered for Political Leadership Council (PLC) membership. NECAPAC 
Corporate Contributors will be recognized in NECA publications and at appropriate NECA meetings for their 
important support for the NECAPAC program.

Please consider a NECAPAC Corporate Contributor gift in addition to your annual NECAPAC contribution. 

____ Yes, our company/chapter wants to keep NECAPAC as strong as possible. We want to become a NECAPAC Corporate Contributor,   
        supporting the Administrative Fund to keep NECA’s Congressional efforts on target.

We will pay this gift with corporate dollars. Our NECAPAC Corporate Contributor gift is:  

	 ❑ $5,000 ❑ $2,500 ❑	$1,500

 ❑ $1,000 ❑ $500 ❑ Other Amount $______________

NAME  _________________________________________________   TITLE  _______________________________________________________

COMPANY  _____________________________________________   NECA CHAPTER ______________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY _______________________________________________________________   STATE ____________________   ZIP  _________________

PHONE  ________________________________________________   EMAIL _______________________________________________________

SIGNATURE ________________________________________________________________  DATE  _____________________________________

							❑ PAY BY CHECK (made payable to NECAPAC Admin)										❑ VISA										❑ MASTERCARD										❑ AMERICAN EXPRESS      

CREDIT CARD # ___________________________________________________________________________  EXP DATE __________________

NAME ON CARD _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

NECAPAC CORPORATE 
CONTRIBUTORS

WORKING TOGETHER FOR OUR INDUSTRY
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